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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
DSCR

Debt service cover ratio

DX

Distribution

ECB

Electricity Control Board of Namibia

EDI

Electricity Distribution Industry

Electricity Act Electricity Act, 2007 (Act No. 4 of 2007)
ESI

Electricity Supply Industry

GX

Generation

KPA

Key performance area

KPI

Key performance indicator

kWh

kilo Watt hour; unit used to quantify electrical energy

LAS

Local Authority Surcharge

MME

Ministry of Mines and Energy

MWh

mega Watt hour, i.e. 1 000 kWh

NamPower

Namibia Power Corporation (Pty) Ltd

ORM

Operating and Reporting Manual

PMF

Performance Management Framework

PPM

Pre-paid metered

QOS

Quality of Service

RED

Regional Electricity Distribution Company

ROA

Return on revalued assets

TX

Transmission
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1 Background and Introduction
In 2007 the ECB commissioned a study to develop a “Financial and Technical
Performance Management and Monitoring Framework for Namibia”. The study
recommended a set of four performance areas in which performance was to be
measured by way of key performance indicators (KPI).
A set of KPIs was developed and agreed upon by way of a stakeholder consultation
process. A data collection spreadsheet was developed to capture key data and from
which the actual indicators were to be calculated. The data and KPIs differentiate
between license types, since these have different performance parameters against
which they are to be measured.
The KPIs were further categorised as follows:


Benchmark indicators for relevant global or regional benchmarks against
which local licensees can be compared, i.e. where there is a general standard
for licensees irrespective of their specific local circumstances;



Tracking indicators for which benchmarking is either not viable or difficult
because they depend on the specific physical environment, customer densities
and network characteristics. Such tracking indicators follow an individual
licensee’s performance over time to allow an assessment of whether
improvements are made; and



Contextual indicators which do not directly report on performance but which
contextualise tracking or benchmark indicators, adding assessment and
evaluation dimensions which enable the comparison with other indicators.

Subsequent to the completion of the performance management and monitoring
framework project, the ECB embarked on a follow-up project to develop a regulatory
database which was to be used to store and analyse performance data and associated
indicators.
The present project reviews this initial framework as well as the regulatory database,
considering how effectively they were used and how well they served the needs of
both the ECB and industry.
It must be noted that the performance framework does not stand in isolation but
rather needs to integrate and co-ordinate with other frameworks and processes of the
ECB, specifically the statistics framework which uses largely the same data as the
performance framework as well as the tariff review processes and instruments which
also share a lot of data with the performance and statistics frameworks. Data
collection and storage should be fully harmonised between the statistics framework
and the performance framework.
The present report does not consider enforcement of license conditions and
enforcement of data submission by licensees in detail. Enforcement is the subject of a
separate project being undertaken simultaneously by the ECB and it is assumed that
that project will provide a clear view on how enforcement should be handled.
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The remainder of this report covers the following:


Section 2 provides the rationale for the present review;



Section 3 provides a brief summary of trends in regulatory performance
management;



Section 4 reviews the previous performance framework and indicators;



Section 5 reviews the process of data collection;



Section 6 reviews the ECB’s regulatory database, and formulates
recommendations to enhance the data collection efforts; and



Section 7 provides a summary of key recommendations as well as
implementation considerations.
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2 Rationale for the Review
The ECB’s performance management framework has now been in place for some six
years. During this time, the ECB has collected a lot of data in various formats. Some of
this data has found its way into the regulatory database, much has not. Select
performance indicators have been calculated, but few have been actively used to
regulate the industry, or to assess its challenges. Overall, the implementation of the
framework can thus not be regarded as completely successful.
The problems with implementing the framework start with the data collection
process. It is unclear how directly and how assertively licensees are approached by the
ECB to submit their completed data collection sheets. The data matrix has been
included in the ORM for distribution licensees for some years and has been at least
partially completed by some licensees; however the overall result of this data
collection method has been far from satisfactory. Also, since the performance
indicator results have not been tied to regulatory instruments like annual tariff
reviews the licensees have had little motivation to submit completed data sheets, and
there have been no consequences for failure to submit these either.
From the perspective of the licensees, the ECB’s request for data is regarded as
onerous, and requires additional work without having a clear link between the
submission of completed and accurate data sheets and the granting of a license. In the
absence of specific implications for the non-submission or complete submission of
data, either in the form of a penalty or a reward, licensees do not have an incentive to
submit the requested data, and have been able to get their tariffs approved even
without complete submissions.
An additional issue with data collection from distribution licensees is that no
reconciliation of actual final sales figures and other technical information is prepared
on a regular basis. The only audited information available after a completed fiscal year
is what is contained in the annual financial statements, but these are available only for
the commercialised licensees. Most local authority and regional council licensees take
years to produce audited financial statements, if at all, and these often do not show
the electricity business as a ring fenced undertaking of the entity in question.
NamPower is the only licensee who presents final technical information on energy
bought and sold as well as customer numbers and network lengths, and who have
incorporated this information in their annual reports for many years. This is therefore
the only readily available authoritative source of technical industry data.
In regard to reliable distribution industry data, the distribution sector summary sheet
jointly developed and updated by the ECB and EMCON continues to be the best data
source available. This summary has been used in the analysis of various projects for
the ECB, and has also been the basis for the annual statistics bulletin of the ECB in the
past two years. However, this summary sheet has the following shortcomings:
a) it is based on estimated and/or forecast data, and is not updated with final or
audited figures, because these are not available to the ECB; and
b) it only includes financial data of direct interest for commercial analysis, such as
revenue requirement and forecast, revenue and sales by customer category and
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bulk electricity cost. Balance sheet information and cash flow information is not
included because these are not included in the tariff ORM which is the data source
for this summary sheet.
In summary, the implementation of the performance management framework
experiences the following key challenges which have not been adequately addressed
until now:


the data collection process is not sufficiently rigorous to ensure that data is
collected from all entities who are required to submit such data;



there are no implications for licensees submitting incomplete data sets;



poor data collection outcomes imply that data sets are considerably
incomplete, which render them insufficient to be used to regulate the industry
with;



actual technical and energy data is not readily available in the distribution
industry because these figures are not routinely collected by most licensees,
and are not included in annual financial statements of the licensees;



the ECB’s responses to address the problem of incomplete data set
submissions by licensees have not been effective, and have not improved the
situation nor motivated licensees to submit complete data on request;



the storage of data in the regulatory database has proven problematic due to
its complexities.

Individually and jointly, the above factors imply that the current performance
management framework is not delivering the desired results. This implies that the
process and use of the performance management framework necessitates a review,
which is the purpose of the present report.
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3 Trends in Regulatory Performance Management

3.1 Summary of Trends and Methods
In recent years, regulators have been putting increased attention on the measurement
of the performance of utilities. This trend is in line with the overall regulatory thinking
that significant efficiency improvements can be achieved in the power sector. A more
pronounced focus on performance is also in line with the regulatory philosophy of
incentive-based regulation.
The general concept of incentive-based regulation is that the regulator should not be
involved in the operational aspects of the utility but rather develop and set in place
specific targets that are to be achieved, and attach financial implications to meeting or
not meeting such targets. Such an approach necessitates that appropriate
performance criteria are defined, which have to be both realistic and achievable
within a given timeframe.
International best practice shows that there are generally two main areas of
performance that regulators will be interested in:
a. Cost efficiency; and
b. Quality of supply.
In regard to cost efficiency, a regulator requires a utility to achieve continuous
efficiency improvements, and if the company is able to exceed the stated target, the
resulting additional profits are retained by that company. In this way, cost efficiency
targets provide a direct financial incentive as any dollar saved translates into an
additional dollar of profit. This objective is often implemented in terms of incentivebased price systems, such as price caps and revenue caps.
Establishing suitable cost targets is generally challenging for regulators, as such targets
express an opinion about the adequacy and efficiency of costs that allow the utility to
operate effectively. If the allowed cost is set too low, the utility can easily become
unprofitable. On the other hand, if the cost allowance target is set too high, the
regulated utility may end up with higher than expected profits, which are not the
result of the utility’s own efforts but simply because the regulator underestimated the
company’s efficiency potentials.
Quality of supply is important as customers generally place a high premium on
receiving a high level of service. If quality is not considered, the utility could quite
easily achieve cost savings by cutting on quality efforts. The effects of cutting costs on
quality tend to be visible only after some time. For example, investing less or reducing
maintenance generates immediate cost savings, but the effects in terms of lower
reliability and more outages may only become visible after some years. Cost efficiency
incentives therefore need to be accompanied by regulatory measures to also assure a
high quality of supply. These generally come in the form of quality of supply standards
or financial incentives for reaching specific targets for performance.
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Nowadays, most regulators are cognisant of the inter-relationship between cost and
quality, and aim to incorporate both into their regulatory frameworks. A key
requirement of such regulation is to identify appropriate targets for costs and quality.
To this end, regulators often make use benchmarks. The idea of benchmarking is that
comparisons between different utilities help to assess the performance of individual
utilities in relation to their peers and in this way identify improvement measures.
There are a large number of benchmarking methodologies in use, as are schematically
summarised in Figure 1. Methodologies differ substantially in the techniques to be
used and their associated data requirements. One often distinguishes between socalled partial methods, total methods, and reference methods.

Benchmarking

Partial methods

Total methods
Index methods

Performance
Indicators

Total Factor
Productivity

Frontier methods

Non-parametric

DEA

Parametric

Stochastic
Frontier

Ordinary
Least Squares

Corrected
Least Squares

Figure 1: Typical benchmarking methodologies and their interrelationship
Partial or uni-dimensional benchmarking consists of the comparison of one or more
performance indicators or a combination thereof, e.g. the weighted average of such
indicators. This is the most straightforward benchmarking method and also the one
used most often. Under this approach the regulator would define a set of key
performance indicators and define relevant performance targets. Partial measures of
performance, such as for example the MWh distributed per employee, or minutes lost
per customer, are the simplest way to compare the performance of different
companies to one another and provide indicative information on their relative
performance. Such measures appear in annual reports of companies and are
commonly used by market analysts because they are easy to calculate and interpret.
The main drawback of uni-dimensional measures is that they fail to account for the
dependencies between the different input and output factors.
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Index Methods use index-based techniques to aggregate input and output variables of
a utility. For example, the Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is an index of the ratio of all
output quantities (weighted by their share of revenue) and all input quantities
(weighted by their share of costs). Calculating TFP requires a means of adding together
the diverse input and output quantities of network service providers into measures of
total output and total input quantity.
Frontier methods are based on the concept that within a certain sample, every utility
should be able to operate as efficiently as the most efficient company or set of
companies in the given sample. Here, the most efficient companies are usually
referred to as the “peer firms” and determine the “efficiency frontier”. The efficiency
frontier is estimated by using a variety of methods which are discussed next.
Parametric methods impose a functional form to the frontier using estimates for
production or cost functions. They require more knowledge about the production or
cost function and about the distribution of errors. However, to test for the validity of
the assumptions and to fine-tune the weighting assigned to each variable, a large
number of utilities are required. Parametric frontiers could be estimated by an
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS) or Stochastic
Frontier Analysis (SFA). Under OLS, the frontier is based on the average cost function,
while COLS shifts the frontier towards the best performing company, and SFA
incorporates the possibility of measurement error or chance factors in the estimation
of the efficient frontier. This method first allows the adjustment of individual costs for
stochastic factors and then calculates efficiency scores in a way similar to that under
COLS. The efficiency scores are usually higher than under the COLS method, precisely
because the most efficient company under COLS will be assumed to be subject to
some negative stochastic factor affecting its actual costs. While this method
incorporates stochastic factors it still requires the specification of a functional form for
the efficient frontier. It further requires the specification of a probability function
according to which the stochastic errors are distributed.
Non-Parametric methods do not impose a functional form or relationship between
inputs and outputs. A common non-parametric approach is Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA), under which the frontier is made up by linear combinations of the best
performing companies in the sample. DEA is an efficiency modelling approach that can
be described as an extension of simple input to output ratio analysis, rigorously
generalized to handle multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Here, the efficiency
frontier is formed from the observed performance of companies in the sample, and is
determined by the relationships between the inputs and outputs of the sample
utilities. The companies that form the efficiency frontier use the minimum quantity of
inputs to produce the same quantity of outputs. DEA is popular amongst regulators
because the method is capable of handling multiple inputs and outputs and requires
relatively little data, in contrast to most parametric methods which usually require
large amounts of data which are often not available in a regulatory setting.
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3.2 Conclusions
The advantage of uni-dimensional KPIs is that they are relatively simple to apply.
However, they only provide an isolated picture of one performance area at a time. For
example, a company may be doing very well in terms of costs per employee, but not
as well in terms of customers served per dollar spent. Considering each indicator in
isolation does not provide the full picture of the overall performance of a company.
Total benchmarking methods can help to overcome this problem. Indeed, a number of
regulators (especially in Europe) are increasingly making use of methods such as Data
Envelopment Analysis that provide an overall performance indication of the company
across different performance dimensions. Although care should be taken in the
interpretation and implications of such results, many regulators view total
benchmarking as an effective tool to assess the overall performance of the utilities
they regulate.
An important condition for benchmarking to work is the availability of accurate and
consistent data. In this regard, benchmarking makes little sense where no coherent
data reporting framework exists. For regulators in developing jurisdictions it is
therefore advisable to first put in place a sound data reporting and auditing
framework, which can then be used to feed into the analysis of a set of unidimensional KPIs that are periodically measured. Over time, if confidence in the
reported data is growing, multi-dimensional benchmarking can be considered as a
next step.

3.3 Recommendations
The provision of consistent and credible data remains a key challenge for most entities
in the Namibian ESI. As is discussed in sections 4 and 5 below, the data collected by
the ECB continues to be characterised by considerable data gaps. In addition, and even
where no such gaps exist, the quality and consistency of data over time remains
questionable. The Namibian ESI therefore needs to considerably improve the a) data
quality, b) data collection methods and c) uniformity and regularity of data collection
efforts to build up an improved data set from which regulatory performance
management methods and measures going beyond simple performance indicators can
be formulated.
Based on the above, it is recommended that
1. the updated performance management and monitoring framework presented
in this report remains focused around a set of clear and simple performance
indicators;
2. the current review centres on clarifying which data is to be collected, as well as
on improving the data collection methods and tools; and
3. data storage and analysis capabilities are to be enhanced, so as to place the
ECB on track to evolve towards more complex performance management
techniques which become realistic once the data quality has improved.
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4 Review of the Framework and Benchmarks

4.1 Review of Performance Areas
The original performance management framework (PMF) provided for four key
performance areas (KPAs), namely


Efficiency (minimising cost);



Security of supply (effectiveness, ensuring adequate capacity);



Investment and growth (financial health, innovation); and



Sustainability (resource use, resource development).

In order to align with international best regulatory practice it is proposed that the
above KPAs are amended to include the following key performance areas:


Compliance with regulatory provisions



Technical performance



Financial performance



Cost (efficiency) performance



Customer service performance

While protection of customers and licensees is not expressly mentioned in the
proposed performance areas these perspectives are implied in all of the performance
areas:


Regulatory provisions are designed to protect licensees and customers,
thereby compliance with these is aimed at protecting their interests;



Technical performance relates directly to protecting the consumer through a)
eliminating technical inefficiencies, thus containing costs and b) assuring
quality of supply received by the consumer;



Financial performance is aimed at ensuring financial health and sustainability
of the licensee (which is also in the long term interest of the consumer);



Cost performance measurement is directly aimed at containing prices at
efficient levels, thus protecting consumers from having to pay for
inefficiencies; and



Customer service performance protects the consumer by ensuring adequate
service levels.

Compliance with regulatory provisions is to be assessed during audits undertaken by
the ECB, mainly based on the regulator’s audit manual. Additional tools may be
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developed in time to more pointedly identify whether a licensee complies with license
conditions.
The quality of supply aspect of technical performance will be monitored and reported
on under the existing quality of supply standard. Other technical performance aspects
will be reported on under the present performance framework.
Financial performance and cost performance aspects are to be dealt with in detail in
the present review of the performance management framework since there are no
internal standards or methods in place in how to monitor these.
Lastly, customer service performance will be monitored and reported on as foreseen
in the quality of service standard for those licensees to whom these standards apply.
Reporting on performance against the above KPAs should enable an assessment of
whether and to what degree a licensee meets or fails to meet the given performance
standards.
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4.2 Review of Performance Indicators
The ECB highlighted the following items for inclusion in the present review:


The ECB and ESI have a database for quality of supply (QOS) data which is to be
used to monitor and report on QOS performance. At PMF level, only
substantive overall compliance/non-compliance should be reported on;



To monitor the quality of service, the eQOS software was developed by the
ECB. Currently, only NORED uses eQOS, and only partially, while most licensees
do not record or measure service performance. This will have to be addressed,
noting that the quality of service requires a good recording/logging system and
strict application if it is to be of any use;



As far as possible, the PMF should be aligned to the existing statistics
framework;



Detailed compliance monitoring should be done outside the current PMF, as
the PMF only reports on substantive compliance/non-compliance issues;



Progress to implement renewable energy projects should be reported on as
part of the contextual data. Here, the number of feed-in customers and
installed kW of renewable generation capacity should be added to the data
matrix;



Progress on making new connections (specifically households) should be
reported on as part of contextual data.

Taking the above considerations into account, Table 1 to Table 5 put forward a set of
indicators that are proposed for the key performance areas identified in section 4.1
above.
It must be noted that the regulator reserves the right to add indicators for individual
licensees, or to waive some indicators for individual licensees if deemed
appropriate.
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Table 1: Proposed Performance Indicators – Compliance with Regulatory Provisions
Indicator to assess
compliance with
regulatory provisions

Definitions

Compliance with
license conditions

To be assessed and measured outside the
PMF, and based on the results of periodic
audits undertaken by the ECB.

GX

TX

DX

Trader

X

X

X

X

Under the PMF, only assess


the overall compliance, and



provide a qualitative summary of the
main non-compliance areas, if
applicable.

Rationale

Compliance with license
conditions is critical to
monitor since this has legal
implications.

B1

T2

C3

X

1

Benchmarking indicators for which local or international benchmarks can be applied. Performance on all benchmark indicators should be tracked for all individual
licensees to monitor whether improvements have been made or the performance is deteriorating.
2

Tracking indicators where benchmarking cannot be readily applied. These should be monitored over time to monitor whether improvements have been made or
the performance is deteriorating.
3

Contextual indicators which do not directly reflect performance but can be used to put performance comparisons between similar licensees into the wider context
of network or customer base characteristics.
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Table 2: Proposed Performance Indicators – Technical Performance
Indicator to assess
technical performance

Definitions

GX

Compliance with quality To be measured in detail outside the PMF
of supply standard
based on data collected by QOS recorders
and analysed using QOS analysis software.

TX

DX

X

Rationale

B

X

Quality of supply
measurement is key to
ensuring that customers
receive adequate power
quality. The QOS standard
provides the performance
benchmark

X

X

These are international
standard measures looking
at power supply continuity
which is part of the
customer service standard.

X

X

Under the PMF, only assess the overall
compliance and provide a qualitative
summary of the main non-compliance areas,
if applicable.

Trader

SAIDI, SAIFI

Measured for sustained outages > 5 minutes
restoration time4

System minutes lost

Energy not supplied MW minutes / MW
power at system peak

X

X

An international standard
measure looking at network
continuity of supply.

Total energy losses5

(MWh bought – MWh sold6) / MWh bought

X

X

Indicates both design
performance of the asset as
well as loss control
performance of the
licensee.

4

X
(DX)

T

X
(TX)

Requires a detailed record to be kept of all outages affecting multiple customers on a whole network or distinct parts thereof including an estimate of the number
of customers affected and for how long.
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Indicator to assess
technical performance

Definitions

Load factor

GX: MWh sent out /
(MW capability * 8 760)

GX

TX

DX

X

X

X

TX: MWh delivered /
(MW system peak power * 8 760)

Trader

Rationale

B

T

A contextual measure
indicating the customer
base’s network utilisation
efficiency.

DX: MWh purchased /
(MW peak demand recorded at bulk supply7
* 8 760)

5

This indicator is affected by grid connected renewable generation systems which will effectively reduce both units sold and bought if net metering in its simplest
form is applied. Energy bought from embedded generation must be included in MWh bought. Energy losses should be divided into technical and non-technical
losses. Technical losses should be assessed using network simulations (transmission, distribution), alternatively by benchmarking against similar networks
(distribution).
6

Energy “sold” is the sum of energy billed to conventional customers plus energy sold through prepaid vending systems during the same period. Conventional billing
data should be adjusted for delays between actual consumption and billing, i.e. if consumption for June is billed in July then the July billing is to be reported as June
sales.
7

For licensees with multiple bulk supply points the peak demand at all supply points should be summated. For bulk supply points without demand metering the
purchased capacity should be used as proxy for peak demand.
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Indicator to assess
technical performance

Definitions

GX

Plant availability

The unavailable capacity is the difference
between the maximum capacity and the
available capacity (maximum power at which
the unit can be operated under the
prevailing conditions).

TX

DX

Trader

X

MWh energy sent out /
MWh equivalent energy input

Reserve margin

The amount of unused available capability of
an electric power system (at peak load for a
utility system) as a percentage of total
capability. The target for this indicator
should be determined by the Trader in
consultation with the ECB, taking into
account the present and future generation
mix, cost of unserved energy.

B

A typical international
indicator.

T

X

Because there are currently
no active base load plants in
Namibia the performance
should only be tracked and
not benchmarked.

The energy unavailability factor over a
specified period is defined as the ratio of the
energy that could have been produced
during this period by a capacity equal to the
unavailable capacity, and the energy that
could have been produced during the same
period by the maximum capacity.
Energy conversion
efficiency

Rationale

When base load plant
become operational they
should be benchmarked
against international
standards.
X
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An international measure
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X

X

X
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Indicator to assess
technical performance

Definitions

GX

Total MWh load shed

Sum of MW load shed times the hours
duration from load shed event to restoration
of last shed load
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TX

DX

Trader

X

Rationale

Measures the extent of load
shedding, a critical factor
for the economy

B

T

X

C
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Table 3: Proposed Performance Indicators – Financial Performance
Indicator to assess
financial performance

Definitions

Return on assets

Net income before finance charges and
taxation (EBIT) / property, plant and
equipment

GX

TX

DX

X

X

Trader

Rationale

B

X

Standard measure for asset
based utilities

X

X

T

C

For transmission and distribution licensees
the asset value should be on revalued basis,
for generation licensees on historic (nonrevalued) basis.
Quick ratio

(Cash & cash equivalents + marketable
securities + accounts receivable) / Current
liabilities

X

X

X

Standard measure

Gearing ratio

(Interest Bearing Short and Long Term Debt)
/ (Share Capital + Retained Earnings)

X

X

X

Standard measure

Debt service cover ratio

(Annual net income + amortisation or
depreciation + interest expense + other noncash and discretionary items) / (principal
repayments + interest payments + lease
payments)

X

X

X

Standard measure
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Table 4: Proposed Performance Indicators – Cost (Efficiency) Performance
Indicator to assess cost
(efficiency)
performance

Definitions

Debtor days excluding
PPM sales

Accounts receivable / (total revenue –
revenue from prepaid sales), applies to the
supply licenses

Customers / Employee

Rationale

B

X

Standard measure adjusted
for prepaid sales

X

Total number of customer connections8 /
total number of full and part time employees

X

Standard measure for
staffing efficiency

X

Annual MWh sold /
customer

Total MWh sold / total number of customer
connections

X

A contextual indicator for
profitability potential (or
cost efficiency potential)

Staff cost / controllable
operating cost

Total staff cost including temporary and part
time staff / (“controllable cost”9)

X

Measures the impact of
staff cost on (controllable)
operating cost.

8

GX

X

TX

DX

X

X

Trader

T

X

X

For customers with multiple connections, the connections are counted.

9

Operating and maintenance cost + customer service cost + overheads. Overheads exclude provision for payments relating to bulk upgrades (i.e. for assets that will
not belong to the licensee), also exclude provision for royalties and related payments to shareholders or other asset owners which can be construed as being a form
of local authority surcharges.
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Table 5: Proposed Performance Indicators – Customer Service Performance10
Indicator to assess
customer service
performance

Definitions

GX

% connection
quotations exceeding
time target

Percentage of all quotations presented to
prospective customers which were provided
within the time frame specified in the quality
of service standard

X

Time to make a quotation is
a key measure for the new
connection aspect of
customer service. Ability to
obtain a connection within
reasonable time is a factor
in increasing access to
electricity. Since connection
volumes are moderate this
is fairly easy to record.

X

% connection
installations exceeding
time target

Percentage of all new connections made
which were completed and energised within
the time frame specified in the quality of
service standard

X

Time to make a connection
is a key measure for the
new connection aspect of
customer service. Ability to
obtain a connection within
reasonable time is a factor
in increasing access to
electricity. Since connection
volumes are moderate this
is fairly easy to record.

X

10

TX

DX

Trader

Rationale

B

T

The first two indicators proposed here are taken from the quality of service standard and deemed as “headline” indicators. The other indicators contained in the
quality of service standard should also be recorded, monitored and reported on separately.
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Indicator to assess
customer service
performance

Definitions

GX

TX

DX

Trader

Rationale

B

T

% Households
Electrified11

Total number of domestic electricity
connections / total number of households
within license area per latest census

X

A key factor for access to
electricity, although not
entirely in the control of the
licensee due to reliance also
on GRN electrification
initiatives

X

Complaints escalated to
ECB per 1000
customers12

Number of complaints escalated to the ECB /
(total number of customer connections /
1000)

X

Measures to what extent
customers are so frustrated
with the licensee that they
complain to the ECB. Easier
to record than customer
contacts in the utility not
attended to in time.

X

Should be replaced by a
measure of achievement of
customer complaint
handling targets once more
licensees have recording
systems in place.

11

Household electrification is a national imperative, and licensees should strive to record and report on households with electricity supply in their area.

12

The ECB may find it useful to embark on a customer information campaign to educate customers about their right to raise complaints to the ECB, as well as
processes to be followed before escalating issues to the ECB.
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4.3 Review of Benchmarks
4.3.1 Total Energy (Network) Loss (TX, DX)
The benchmark on energy losses will not have changed materially since the original
PMF was compiled, and is still considered valid. Figure 2 shows that losses in the 25th
percentile are of the order of 10%, while losses in the 75 th percentile are of the order
of 5%.

Figure 2: Energy conversion efficiency benchmark
In Namibia, the target for urban areas should be between 4% and 6%, while for mixed
areas (urban and rural) the target should be to be below 15%, unless valid technical
reasons can be furnished as to why higher losses are unavoidable. The distribution
entities included in the original PMF benchmarking show a loss of between 4% and 6%
going up to 11 and 15% in isolated cases.
Figure 3 shows the calculated network loss for Namibia’s key distribution areas. Most
licensees have losses between 10% and 15%. Most show improvements over time,
even though there are large annual variations which may be the result of data
insufficiency. It is noted that the data for this chart is forecast data, since no final
actuals are available.
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It is recommended that an individual benchmark be computed for each licensee based
on the type of networks they have (small urban, large urban, rural localities, rural
farms) and the relative weighting of those networks based on energy sold on each
network.

Figure 3: Network Losses for Namibian Distribution Licensees13
A proposal for such benchmark network loss targets for discussion with licensees is as
follows:


Large urban (cities and municipalities):

5%



Small urban (towns):

7.5%



Rural localities (NORED rural networks):

10%



Rural farm networks:

20%

Using information on energy sold on each network the weighted average total loss
target percentage for a licensee with multiple networks can be determined.

13

The variations from year to year in this chart clearly indicate data quality and reporting issues, since
losses cannot really fluctuate to such an extent from year to year without there being initiated major
loss management programmes (which are not known to have been undertaken).
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4.3.2 Return on Revalued Assets (ROA)
The benchmark for the return on revalued assets (ROA) shows a value of some 5% for
the 25th percentile, and an ROA of some 7.5% for the 75th percentile.

Figure 4: Return on assets benchmark
For Namibia, the ROA must be looked at in relation to the cost plus return on assets
regulatory approach, based on the WACC as provided by the ECB. For the wires
businesses, a real WACC applied to re-valued asset value is used, while for generation
licenses a nominal WACC is applied to historic (non-revalued) asset values. Therefore,
distribution licensees should theoretically achieve a return of 5% to 7%, which has
been the WACC level in the recent past. However this is influenced by three major
factors:


Assets are not revalued annually in the utilities’ books. For all except Erongo
RED, assets have been revalued every five years. This implies that the return
should rise (assuming stable EBIT development) and be reduced when the
assets are revalued, because in the past years asset values have been rising
fast. However, the ECB for regulatory purposes, re-values the assets more
frequently, creating a differential between regulatory values and utility
financial reporting;



No return is allowed on customer- and grant-funded assets, and the
percentage of assets to which this applies varies between utilities and over
time, as new assets are created. NamPower has only a small percentage grantfunded assets, while the REDs and OPE have a larger portion of grant-funded
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assets. This implies that, upon revaluation, the ROA for the distributors should
be well below the WACC level;


As a result of a variety of factors, some utilities have seen large variations in
their EBIT in recent years. CENORED and Erongo RED became cost reflective
during this time. Erongo RED decided to fund half its LAS from profits, reducing
profitability. NamPower experienced large variations in energy cost affecting
EBIT and also added substantial assets, which has a large impact on the book
value of assets.

Figure 5: ROA for commercial Namibian licensees
Considering the above factors and as illustrated in Figure 5, NORED, CENORED and
NamPower have stable ROA figures, while Erongo RED’s and OPE’s ROA vary
significantly. OPE’s variation can be explained by the asset revaluation in 2011. Erongo
RED’s decline after 2011 are explained by it not having revalued its assets since its
inception (i.e. asset value is understated) and the decision by its Board to curtail
profits to shield consumers from the high tariff increases in both 2012 and 2013.

4.3.3 Quick Ratio
The quick ratio is the ratio of cash and other liquid resources of a business entity in
comparison to its current liabilities. In this way, the quick ratio is an indicator of the
solvency of an entity, and is best analysed over a period of time and in the context of
the industry as a whole. Generally, businesses aim to maintain a quick ratio that
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provides sufficient leverage against liquidity risks given the level of predictability and
volatility in the sector. A more uncertain business environment therefore generally
implies that business entities aim to maintain higher quick ratios. Businesses generally
seek to achieve a balance between the liquidity risk arising from a low quick ratio and
the risk of loss resulting from a high quick ratio. In this regard, a quick ratio greater
than the industry average may suggest that the entity is investing too many resources
in the working capital which may be more profitably to be used elsewhere. Figure 6
shows the quick ratio of the four commercial distribution sector entities in Namibia.

Figure 6: Quick ratio for Namibian licensees
The absolute minimum quick ratio for adequate liquidity is 1.0. for NamPower and
Erongo RED the ratio includes current asset items “other financial assets” and
“investments”.
Figure 6 indicates that CENORED is struggling with OPE also rising in recent years.
The recommended benchmark for Namibian utilities is between 1.0 and 1.5.
4.3.4 Debt Service Cover Ratio
The debt service cover ratio (DSCR) refers to the ability of an entity to meet periodic
obligations on outstanding liabilities with respect to its net operating revenue. As
such, the DSCR measures how effectively a company's income generated from
operations is able to cover its debt payments. A DSCR of one indicates that a
company's revenue is just sufficient to cover its debt payments, which implies that
DSCR values greater than one are preferable and correlate more strongly with a
company's ability to repay its outstanding debts.
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A review of literature indicates that for a power utility company the target DSCR
should be at 2.0x, it is proposed to set this as target for Namibian licensees.

Figure 7: DSCR for commercial Namibian licensees
Figure 7 shows the DSCR for commercial Namibian licensees and illustrates that all of
them have a satisfactory DSCR exceeding a factor of 2.0. NamPower is the utility with
the biggest debt burden yet maintains a DSCR between 2 and 4. The distribution
utilities are not as heavily indebted with mostly much higher DSCR. NORED does not
appear on the chart because it has practically no debt.

4.3.5 Debtor Days
Benchmarks on debtor days will not have changed in the last couple of years,
therefore the benchmarking data from the original PMF are deemed still valid. From
the data it is apparent that the best utilities manage debtor days to around 30 days,
while the majority manage this indicator to be approximately 60 days. From the above
it is concluded that Namibian utilities are likely to reduce the debtor days to a target
of 60 days at worst, while getting to below 40 days would be a satisfactory general
target to achieve.
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Figure 8: Debtor days benchmark
The debtor days for Namibian distribution licensees if taken on all revenue would be
heavily distorted by prepaid sales (i.e. debtor days would be heavily understated,
masking real debt collection performance). It is therefore recommended to calculate
debtor days on non-prepaid revenue only which gives a true reflection of the debt
collection performance of the utilities.

Figure 9: Namibian commercial utility debtor days
Figure 9 shows the debtor days for the past four years for the commercial Namibian
utilities. It illustrates that it is possible to achieve less than 60 days (OPE and
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CENORED), while some utilities are achieving very high values even exceeding 100
days which is not an acceptable performance level.
The recommended benchmark for debtor days for Namibian utilities therefore is 60
days to 40 days.

4.3.6 Customers per Employee
The original benchmarking data for this indicator remains substantially valid since this
indicator is unlikely to change much over time. As shown in Figure 10, the
benchmarking data indicates a range of between 200 customers per employee at the
25th percentile mark, up to some 350 customers per employee at the 75th percentile
mark.

Figure 10: Customers per employee benchmark
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the number of customers per employee for the three
operational REDs and OPE. Three of these distributors have between 100 to 150
customers per employee, which is considered low by international standards. It must
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be noted however that Namibia’s REDs are very small by international standards,
having less than 55 000 customers, in contrast to some international utilities having
several hundred thousand or even millions of customers.

Figure 11: Customers per employee for commercial Namibian licensees14

14

The blue marks represent the customers/employee of the individual licensees for which information
is available. The line is a linear fit through the individual results. It must be noted that due to the small
number of licensees the line fit cannot be regarded as statistically definitive.
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5 Review of Data Collection

5.1 Past and Current Data Collection Experience
The ECB has experienced numerous challenges in collecting reliable data for the
performance management framework. While NamPower, the City of Windhoek and
the REDs comply at least partially with data provision, the smaller local authorities and
regional councils do not submit any information. This is speculated to be the result of
a lack of understanding on the part of non-compliant licensees, as well as a lack of
actual data, noting for example that many smaller supply entities do not have a NENA
asset register and are therefore unable to provide asset-related data.
In addition to the above aspects, the following observations are made:


There is a need to identify which department/person in NamPower should
make available the required data;



It is noted that the ECB currently lacks suitable enforcement mechanisms
which could be used to improve the submission of data by licensees. The ECB
has an ongoing project to develop an enforcement mechanism framework
which is expected to improve current data collection efforts.



There is a need to enhance the explanations provided for each data
requirement and indicate the applicable data source, which in turn should
enhance the compliance of licensees.



Old prepaid vending systems do not reliably provide customer numbers and/or
sales, due to bypasses of the system during times when they are unavailable,
as well as their limited reporting facilities. Licensees should be requested to
update their vending systems and/or outsource such services to service
providers offering internet based vending.

5.2 Current Data Collection Sheet
Figure 12 shows the data collection sheet as is currently in use. When the data entry
person selects the license type at the top of the sheet it automatically disables those
data fields that are not applicable to that particular licensee type. Cells containing data
are marked in green, while yellow cells indicate that data entry is required.
The current data collection sheet is integrated into the ORM, i.e. the standard
spreadsheet model used by all distribution licensees for their annual license
application process. The ORM’s format has been consistently used for some 10 years
and is thus suited for data collection. However, it is noted that the only part of the
ORM that is regularly completed and submitted by distribution licensees is the tariff
ORM, which is based on a year-ahead budget rather than on actuals.
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Licensee Name:
License Name:
Period (12 months ending in YYYY)
Type of Data:

Category

Units

Period

Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity export Revenue
Other Revenue
TOTAL Revenue

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Other
Export

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Expenses & Cash

Operating Cost exluding fuel & bulk electricity
Fuel Cost
Bulk Electricity Purchase Cost – Local
Bulk Electricity Purchase Cost – Import
Labour Cost incl Consultants & Contractors
Depreciation charge for year
Interest costs
Total debt service (principal & interest)

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

53 600 000

Balance Sheet

Long term debt
Total Capital
Current assets
Inventories
Current liabilities
Total trade debtors
bad debts written off
network / plant asset replacement cost
network / plant asset book value (revalued)

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
for year
at year end
at year end

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

12 800 000
277 429 000
25 056 000
3 200 000
33 044 000
18 800 000
1 600 000

Number of employees
Number of qualified electrical engineers
Number of qualified electricians/technicians
Number of university qualified financial/admin staff
Number of vacancies skilled and above
Number of vacancies below skilled

No
No
No
No
No
No

at
at
at
at
at
at

year end
year end
year end
year end
year end
year end

x
x
x
x
x
x

116

km
km
km
km

km
km
km
km

at
at
at
at

year end
year end
year end
year end

x
x
x
x

5 600

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Export

sqkm
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

at year end
as per latest census
as per latest census
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Export
Other

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year

x
x
x
x
x
x
-

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW
MVA
MVA
MWh
MW

for year
for year
for year
for year
at year end
for year
at year end
for year
average for year

x
x
x
x
-

Compli
ance

Tech
nical

Energy

Customers

Revenues

Data Point

Employees

Distribution & Supply
License, incl import &
export

Network

<- required

2008
12 month ahead budget
DX & Supply

HV network – overhead
HV network – underground
LV network – overhead
LV network – underground

geographical area covered
population within area
households within area
Number of supply points
Number of Customers
Number of Customers
Number of Customers
Number of Customers
Number of Customers
Number of Customers
TOTAL number of customers
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
Total MWh sold
MWh purchased – local
MWh purchased – import
MWh equivalent energy input
MWh dispatched
MW plant capacity installed
MW average summated capacity purchased
total transformer capacity installed
MWh load shed by category
Reserve margin

5 000 000
30 000 000
24 200 000
37 800 000
24 000 000
6 800 000
127 800 000

66 300 000
18 900 000
983 000
3 000 000
3 000 000

275 000 000

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

SAIDI index

Minutes

-

SAIFI index

No

-

System Minutes Lost

Minutes

Complied with License conditions
Complied with QOSS standards
Complied with environmental laws
Number of complaints escalated to ECB

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

147 369
32 816
16 699
3 000
10 865
2 666
168
16 699

34 566
51 611
40 028
126 205
153 407
-

25
990

for year
for year
for year
for year

Figure 12: Data collection sheet as is currently in use
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In practice, the ECB has been populating the database from the annual financial
statements submitted by licensees. While this provides final financial data (as well as
audited data in the case of the REDs), the data does not provide information on actual
sales quantities, customer numbers, network parameters, asset replacement values
and employee statistics. Where available, network parameters can be obtained from
NENA data, as is the case for asset replacement costs and depreciated book values.
It is realised that data collection by way of the original data collection spreadsheet has
not been successful. One of the main reasons seems to be that data requirements are
not sufficiently clear to the person tasked with data entry, and that it is not sufficiently
user-friendly as it was originally designed to collect data from all licensees rather than
from specific groups of such licensees. The latter issue implies that the overall
complexity of the data sheet has increased and that numerous questions had to be
included which most licensees would not have to respond to.

5.3 Recommendations to Improve Data Collection
The following recommendations are made to improve the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of the data collection process:
1. Each licensee is to nominate a liaison person who is to be the responsible
person for all matters relating to the provision of data from a licensee. The ECB
is to train such persons on the method and requirements of effective data
collection;
2. The ECB is to organise a workshop for smaller licensees, focusing on the
requirements of the performance management framework and associated
data collection and data submission requirements;
3. The ECB is to place greater emphasis on ensuring that data of suitable quality is
regularly collected. The data collection effort could for example be combined
with the ECB’s (annual) inspection visits to licensees, which would create
additional opportunities for the ECB to assist the licensees with their data
collection efforts while ensuring that data is submitted as and when required;
4. PMF data is to be separately collected from data required for the ORM, as the
use of ORM data for performance management is not useful since the ORM
does not contain the data as required by the PMF matrix and the ORM data is
not final/audited data. Data for the statistics framework can initially be taken
from the ORM (forecast, before or during the fiscal year) but should be
updated when audited data becomes available for the PMF (actual, after the
fiscal year);
5. The Finstel system used by most small local authorities should be customised
with reports that present required data in an accessible format, as this will
make it easier for such licensees to extract the required data for performance
management reporting purposes;
6. The PMF is to group distribution licensees by size or type, e.g. as REDs, large
local authorities (Windhoek, Oshakati, Selco managed LAs), medium-sized local
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authorities as well as small local and regional authorities, as this will enhance
performance comparisons and allow for more sensible comparison to be
undertaken;
7. The ECB is to make the submission of PMF data a pre-requisite for the approval
of tariff review requests by licensees;
8. PMF data is to include actual usage figures for the previous fiscal year; and
9. A set of data collection sheets is to be created which are to be specific for each
license type, and only include those questions that are of relevance to the
specific license type, thus allowing a clearer description of the data
requirements. The amended data collection sheets are shown in sections 5.3.1
to 5.3.3 below.

5.3.1 Proposed Data Collection Sheet – Generation Licensees
Data Point

Category

Units

Period

Local
Export

N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year

Data

Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity export Revenue
Other Revenue
TOTAL Revenue

-

Financials (from audited financials)
Operating Cost exluding fuel (excl depreciation)
Fuel Cost
Labour Cost incl Consultants & Temps
EBIT (earnings before interest and taxation)
Net income after tax
Depreciation charge for year
Interest costs
Loan principal payments & lease payments
Current assets
Current liabilities
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables
Marketable securities (other current financial assets)
Property, plant & equipment (historic cost basis)
Interest bearing long and short term debt
Share capital + retained earnings

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

No

at year end

MWh
MWh
MWh

for year
for year
for year

MWh
MWh
MW
%

for year
for year
at year end
for year

Employees
Number of employees

Energy
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
Total MWh sold
MWh equivalent energy input
MWh dispatched
MW plant capacity installed
Plant availability

Local
Export
Other

Figure 13: Proposed data collection sheet for generation licenses
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5.3.2 Proposed Data Collection Sheet – Transmission Licensees
Data Point

Category

Units

Period

Local
Export

N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year

Data

Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity export Revenue
Other Revenue
TOTAL Revenue

-

Financials (from audited financials)
Operating Cost exluding fuel & bulk electricity (excl depreciation)
Bulk Electricity Purchase Cost – Local
Bulk Electricity Purchase Cost – Import
Labour Cost incl Consultants & Temps
EBIT (earnings before interest and taxation)
Net income after tax
Depreciation charge for year
Interest costs
Loan principal payments & lease payments
Current assets
Current liabilities
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables
Marketable securities (other current financial assets)
Property, plant & equipment (revalued basis)
Interest bearing long and short term debt
Share capital + retained earnings

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

No

at year end

km
km
km
km

at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

No
No

at year end
at year end

Employees
Number of employees

Network
km HV network – overhead
km HV network – underground
km LV network – overhead
km LV network – underground

Customers
Number of Customer connection points
Number of Customers connection points
TOTAL number of customers

Local
Export

-

Energy
MWh sold
MWh sold
Total MWh sold
MWh purchased – local
MWh purchased – import
MW system peak
total transformer capacity installed

Local
Export

MWh
MWh

for year
for year

MWh
MWh
MVA
MVA

for year
for year
for year
at year end

-

Technical performance
SAIDI index

Minutes

SAIFI index

No

System Minutes Lost

Minutes

Figure 14: Proposed data collection sheet for transmission licenses
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5.3.3 Proposed Data Collection Sheet – Distribution Licensees
Data Point

Category

Units

Period

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Institutional
Other
Export

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year

Data

Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity Revenue
Electricity export Revenue
Other Revenue
TOTAL Revenue

-

Financials (from audited financials)
Operating Cost exluding fuel & bulk electricity (excl depreciation)
Bulk Electricity Purchase Cost
Labour Cost incl Consultants & Temps
EBIT (earnings before interest and taxation)
Net income after tax
Depreciation charge for year
Interest costs
Loan principal payments & lease payments
Current assets
Current liabilities
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables
Marketable securities (other current financial assets)
Property, plant & equipment (revalued basis)
Interest bearing long and short term debt
Share capital + retained earnings

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

No
No
No
No
No
No

at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

km
km
km
km

at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

sqkm
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

at year end
as per latest census
as per latest census
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end
at year end

Employees
Number of employees
Number of qualified electrical engineers
Number of qualified electricians/technicians
Number of university qualified financial/admin staff
Number of vacancies skilled and above
Number of vacancies below skilled

Network
km HV network – overhead
km HV network – underground
km LV network – overhead
km LV network – underground

Customers
geographical area covered
population within area
households within area
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
Number of customer connections
TOTAL number of customer connections

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Institutional
Export

-

Energy
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
MWh sold
Total MWh sold
MWh purchased – local
MVA average summated capacity purchased
total transformer capacity installed

Domestic PPM
Domestic Other
Commercial PPM
Commercial Other
Max Demand
Institutional
Export
Other

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year
for year

MWh
MVA
MVA

for year
for year
at year end

SAIDI index

Minutes

for year
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Figure 15: Proposed data collection sheet for distribution licenses
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6 Review of the ECB’s Regulatory Database
The ECB regulatory database was developed in 2007/2008 subsequent to the
completion of the performance management framework project. The primary purpose
of the database is to store and make available data on licensees relating to the
performance management framework. The database has since been expanded to
store and manipulate data not directly related to the PMF, such as extended license
data and tariff data. The database has been in use since 2008. This report section
reviews the usefulness of the database interface software on the one hand and the
quality of data contained in the database on the other hand.

6.1 Functionality and Usability
The ECB’s regulatory database stores multi-dimensional performance data in a twodimensional environment, i.e. each performance data point includes the following
dimensions: a) license type; b) licensee; c) year; and d) data type (forecast / actual).
The database has to store, display and be able to manipulate the above-mentioned
four-dimensional performance data in a two-dimensional database environment. This
poses a variety of challenges, and also adds complexity. The complexity is furthermore
increased by the configurability of the database, which is introduced by the database
software and allows the addition and modification of data point definitions, license
types, data types as well as the configuration of formulae for computing performance
indicators from such performance data.
Currently, the database software includes an interface that enables the user to import
data from the standard data collection sheet. Another interface allows the user to
export data from the database into spreadsheet format once certain selection criteria
are specified. The database software also includes some basic charting functionality.
The flexibility of the charting function, which is necessary to allow a variety of twodimensional views of the four-dimensional data sets, renders its use complex and
necessitates that the user has a good understanding of how particular selections
interact with one another so that resulting information can be interpreted correctly.
The functionality and flexibility described above renders the software solution
complex. If the software is not used regularly, users tend to be less confident in its use
which in turn increases the likelihood that mistakes are made.
Another limiting factor is that the database does not readily provide graphical
feedback on data entered or imported, which renders data validation less user
friendly. On the other hand, a spreadsheet with linked charts allowing the user to
immediately verify that data has been entered correctly would be much easier to use,
and allow for immediate data validation by way of displaying such data on charts. The
current database does not allow such immediate feedback, and the user would first
need to export data to a spreadsheet and create the corresponding charts before
being able to visually validate such data, which is obviously more onerous.
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A database is intrinsically more secure than a spreadsheet environment because data
is structured more formally, and the risk of inadvertent modification / deletion of data
is lower. Once data has been entered into a database and validated, access to it can be
restricted, so that users who should only view/extract data are prevented from
changing or deleting it. However, such functionality can also be achieved when using
spreadsheets, for example by way of the data protection function in Excel.
It is concluded that the database currently in use at the ECB meets the required data
storage and manipulation needs with both flexibility and configurability. In practice
however it has proven to be too complex and difficult to use. This is one of the main
reasons for incomplete datasets, as is detailed in section 6.2 below.

6.2 Data Completeness
The ECB provided a copy of the current regulatory database, which was extracted into
spreadsheet format. Table 6 describes the key features of this dataset.
Table 6: Key features of the ECB’s current regulatory database
License, years

Remarks on data completeness

CENORED



Data from AFS incorrectly marked as “benchmark”;

2006 – 2012 in database



Many gaps and no consistency in revenue data;

2008 - 2009 almost no data



Financial data generally fairly complete (except
2008 and 2009);



Asset data only for 2 years;



Staff details only for 2 years;



Network data only for 2 years;



Customer and energy data fairly complete;

Erongo RED



Many entries incorrectly marked as “benchmark”;

2006 – 2013 in database



Revenue data by category incomplete;



Customer data incomplete and inconsistent with
obvious errors;



Energy data incomplete and inconsistent with
obvious errors;



One 2009 dataset with totally incorrect values;



Staff data very incomplete;



Network data very incomplete;
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License, years

Remarks on data completeness

NORED



Many entries incorrectly marked as “benchmark”;

2004 – 2013



Revenue data by category incomplete;

2009 missing



Cost data fairly complete;



Balance sheet data incomplete;



No staff detail data;



Customer data incomplete and inconsistent;



Energy data incomplete;



Network data incomplete;

City of Windhoek



Only forecast data, no actuals;

2007 – 2013



Revenue data has large inconsistencies;

2010 and 2011 missing



Cost data fairly complete;



Balance sheet data has gaps;



No employee detail data;



Network data complete but development of
network data not captured (i.e. same data for all
years);



Complete customer and partial energy data, some
units of measurement errors in energy data;

NamPower GX Plant



Revenue data complete;

2009 – 2012



Cost data partially complete;

Ruacana, van Eck, Paratus &
Anixas



Balance sheet data missing except asset book
value;



Employee details partly complete;



Energy data complete but imports listed in wrong
place;
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License, years

Remarks on data completeness

NamPower (as company)



Data incorrectly classified as forecast year ahead
(assumed to be from annual reports);



Revenue mostly complete;



Cost data incomplete, lacking critical items;



Balance sheet data complete;



Employee details not given;



Customer information seems incorrect;



Energy data complete but partly wrong data
(installed capacity, reserve margin) or wrong units
(kWh entered instead of MWh);



1996 data allocated incorrectly to van Eck, not
NamPower corporate;



Between 1 and 3 years data;



Employee data generally either zero or missing;



Network data generally missing;



Customer data complete for some;



Energy data complete for some;



Balance sheet data often missing (because local
authorities do not have proper balance sheets)

1995 – 2010
1996 missing

Smaller distributors

Based on the key features summarised in Table 6, the following conclusions are
drawn:


Generally, the data in the database is incomplete;



The data includes many erroneous datasets;



NamPower’s corporate data as captured in the statistics data sheet (developed
under the statistics framework) is more complete and accurate than the
remainder of the data;



Data for the distribution sector is considerably incomplete, which also implies
that overarching distribution sector results cannot be derived with confidence.



The distribution sector summary sheet, as developed under the statistics
framework, is more complete and accurate than other distribution sector
datasets, although the data has gaps. These data gaps render the distribution
sector summary incomplete, which also implies that it cannot be used in its
current form for the performance framework.
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The above observations imply that the data as contained in the ECB’s current
regulatory database is both incomplete and unreliable. It is therefore not advisable
that the database is used to derive sector-wide statistics from, or to undertake
performance assessments of licensees.
These findings confirm the conclusions reached in section 6.1, namely that the ECB’s
regulatory database has not been successfully used to collect, store and analyse
performance data. It is however noted that the database contains other aspects,
such as tariff data and a license register, which are regularly used by ECB staff.

6.3 Recommendations
Based on the observations and conclusions drawn in the sub-sections above, the
following recommendations are put forward:
1. The data framework is to be modified to exclude the use of “data type” as a
separate data dimension, thus reducing the data complexity by one dimension.
2. As far as practicable and available, only actual and audited (where possible)
data is to be captured. Where forecast data is used, such data is to be updated
once actual data becomes available.
3. The ECB’s regulatory database sections on utility performance and
performance indicators are to be discontinued, as they are too complex and
not sufficiently useful to warrant the additional effort of maintaining them;
4. Performance data is to be captured and managed by using spreadsheets;
5. The performance data is to be harmonised as far as possible using the data
collection sheets used as part of the ECB’s statistics framework, to ensure that
data is captured and validated at one point only.
6. Multiple capturing of the same data is to be avoided as far as possible to
minimise potential conflicts between data sets.
7. Data validation is to be improved.
8. Data spreadsheets are to apply both access and version controls, to minimise
the probability that data is entered and/or changed without a unique version
control in place. This implies that each such data spreadsheet is to have a
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limited number of persons who have the right to enter or change data, and
who are responsible for data validation. All other users are to be given readonly access to such data.
The following overall structure is proposed for the data spreadsheets as
recommended above:


Generation Licensees:
o Expense, income and balance sheet data as per the ECB financial model
(under development);
o Development of a new statistics sheet for other generation data which
should capture and analyse data per generation license, including the
generation licenses of NamPower;



Transmission Licensees:
o Expense, income and balance sheet data as per the ECB financial model
(under development);
o Other data – Namibia ESI overview sheet as per the existing statistics
framework – add data points as required;



Distribution Licensees:
o Energy, customer and revenue data as per the distribution sector
summary sheet (existing);
o Expense, income and balance sheet data as per the ECB financial model
(under development);
o Other data – add to DX sector summary sheet;



NamPower as integrated company:
o Namibia ESI overview sheet as per the existing for statistics framework
(data taken from NamPower’s annual reports, comprising key statistics
and key financial results) – add data points if needed;



Trader licensee(s):
o Namibia ESI overview sheet as per the existing for statistics framework
– add data points if needed;
o Namibia trading summary sheet;



Import and Export licensee(s):
o Namibia trading summary sheet.
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7 Recommendations and Implementation Considerations

7.1 Key Recommendations
Based on the assessment undertaken as part of the review of the ESI performance
management framework currently used at the ECB, the following key
recommendations are put forward:


For the time being, the ECB should continue with performance indicator based
performance management, since the current data quality is not suitable for
more advanced methods;



The performance areas and indicators should be revised to become less
complex and be more streamlined, as proposed in this report;



The data collection spreadsheets should be modified and individualised by
industry sector for easier use and better clarity, as proposed in this report;



Data collection in the distribution sector should be divorced from the ORM and
instead be based on actual audited data, licensees should be required to
submit audited financial statements well before the tariff review cycle starts
each year (audited financials for commercialised entities should be available
within six months after end of fiscal year, which is well before the annual tariff
review cycle starts, except for NamPower whose tariff cycle starts earlier);



The timing of data collection should be aligned to coincide with the times at
which audited financial information becomes available, e.g. early in the
calendar year, and consideration of the tariff review should be made
dependent on submission of required data before submission of the ORM or
other tariff review instruments;



The ECB should abandon the regulatory database related to performance
management in favour of spreadsheet models which are easier to populate
and validate.

7.2 Implementation Considerations
The following steps are proposed for the implementation of the revised performance
management framework as recommended above:


Seek the approval of the ECB Board to implement the revised framework as
introduced in this report;



Submit the revised framework to licensees for comment, and amend as
appropriate;



Formally communicate to all licensees which data has to be submitted to the
ECB within what timeframes, and spell out the consequences for noncompliance (e.g. that tariff review request will not be considered);
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Engage with the commercialised utilities and their auditors regarding the
auditing and reporting of energy (purchases and sales) and customer
information;



Prepare and/or modify data storage and analysis spreadsheets (using those
from the statistical framework as a departure point) so that they can be
populated with data submitted by licensees. This should include training of ECB
staff working with these spreadsheets;



Undertake training sessions for the smaller licensees on how to obtain the data
required by the ECB and how to populate the data collection sheets;



Agree on a data collection protocol for all licenses held by NamPower, ensuring
that properly ring fenced data is collected and submitted to the ECB;



Agree on a data preparation and collection protocol with the REDs, OPE and
larger local authorities, resulting in a unified way in which final actual technical
and energy data is prepared, stored and submitted to the ECB (including how
key elements of such data should be included in annual reports or annual
financial statements);



Within the ECB,
o Identify and train a custodian for data collection, storage, capturing and
validation, and set suitable access levels for all data spreadsheets, to
prevent unauthorised persons from updating or changing data; and
o implement a system of change logs, which are to be kept updated
together with all updates or changes that are made to the ECB’s data
storage spreadsheets.
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